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Connecting Consciousness Podcast with Simon Parkes

Recorded Saturday, May 09, 2020

The ill-timed release of Covid-19 in China that was meant to be released
and wreak havoc in the U.S. hasn’t gone quite as planned, so the bad guys
have a new plan, a mandatory vaccine to be given to every human on the
planet,  probably  best  to  avoid  if  you want  to  preserve  your  health  and
remain human; financial reset might come when governments decide not to
pay back all the free money they are giving out; Questions: if we take the
Microsoft  06  06  06  nanochip  will  we  stay  in  the  Luciferian  construct
forever; has Boris and the Queen been replaced; why is St. George Slaying
the  Dragon  on  5G  Bioshield  sticks;  what  were  the  energy  bands  that
attacked my heart chakra; was Covid-19 injected into people through the
flu vaccine in the past year and triggered by 5G and/or some other means;
did Britain get a more severe strain of the Covid-19 than other countries; is
Boris going to force mandatory vaccinations on everyone in the UK; Miles
Johnson talks about rainbow pictures with inverted colors when compared
to the chakra colors and thousands of clapping hands at 8:00 o’clock p.m.
in the UK, what is the meaning of this; do indictments really exist and are
they being acted upon; will spaceships come and take us off Earth when
Planet X does a flyby; what do you mean by acting when the time arrives
and what can we do in the meantime; does the fact that Boris is promoting
vaccines mean the black hats have control over him; have the white hats
neutralized  many  black  hats  and/or  organizations;  Simon  are  you
considering flying to the USA; how do developing countries fit into Cabal
control;  if  a  large  group  meditates  together  can  we  prevent  5G  from
working; what is the difference in intent between the Earth Alliance and
the Federation; is the absence of Simon’s updates because he has been told
to keep quiet; does alcohol affect your ability to connect with Source; is the
fact  that  I’m  living  in  a  “smart”  flat  have  anything  to  do  with  seeing
crystalline large spiders running across my bedroom wall.

Simon Parkes:  Hello and welcome to another Connecting Consciousness update. It’s
the 9th, and if we’re lucky and hopeful, this should go out tomorrow on a Sunday at
the 10th. So you know, it’s been again a very very difficult and trying week or weeks
for a number of people, most of us I suppose. The information is sort of coming thick
and fast and we’re having to struggle to try and decide what we think is truthful or
accurate and what we, you know, feel that we should be closely connected with, so
I’m just going to keep it fairly short today because we haven’t done a, what I call a
proper podcast for a while, and we’ve got quite a few questions, so I said to Becky
that,  you know we’ll  try and get through as many as we can today,  which means
limiting my updates, but I guess the questions which I’m sure will be topical will
allow me to bring in those updates through the answers I give to those questions, so
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reduced update section, but trying to bring the updates out through the questions that
have been asked.

However, I do want to very quickly and just mention a couple of things. One really is
the vaccine situation. Quite rightly all of us have been on the alert for this, but there
was something I wanted to bring to everyone’s attention, that the initial release of the
virus in China was not planned. I don’t care what anyone might tell me, it wasn’t
planned. It  was planned for the U.S. It  was designed primarily to bring down the
President of the United States and to destroy the economy of the United States. That’s
why there wasn’t a vaccine ready to go. Think of the key players in this who we know
would love to sell trillions of dollars of vaccine and all the difficulties that would
come to those who took that vaccine. The issue here is that if this was all planned and
organized,  those  vaccines  would  have  already  been  ready  to  roll,  ready  to  make
trillions of dollars, but the point for this was to release it in the U.S., not in China, to
cause so much mayhem and destruction and not to come forward with a vaccine,
because to come forward with a vaccine within a few months of that would have
mitigated the damage which could have meant that President Trump could have won
his re-election. So the plan always was to bring forward a vaccine but not to bring it
forward until later on in the year or even next year,  by which time the president
would have lost the election, the economy would have been in destruction, and so on,
but because it was released in China, which gave the good guys some time to start
taking action, that meltdown and the removal of the president did not occur. So that
means that the bad people now are rushing to do the vaccine because it’s their only
option open to them. They didn’t get the first thing, which was remove the president.
They didn’t  get  the second thing which is  linked, which is  the destruction of  the
economy in the U.S. Now they’ve got the vaccine. They want to use that because they
didn’t get the first two, so that is why nobody has suddenly jumped up and said we’ve
got a vaccine, okay? So it’s very important for me to try and get this message across,
that the plan to release it in China was not the original plan. All right, so that was
quite important for me.

People are also asking what we used to call the financial reset. How can there be a
reset, and I’m going to just put out there a very intriguing possibility. I don’t know
about other countries so much, but the United States, in terms of its money that it’s
paid out,  and Britain,  I  know other countries  have,  but  these are  what we would
jokingly call eye-watering sums of money which the government had pledged to either
for individuals or businesses or organizations. How about if those governments have
no intention of  paying that back? How about if  there’s  no intention to return that
money? In other words,  it’s  printed or  electronically created,  but  how about  if  so
what, so what? We’ve created three trillion, four trillion, five trillion. I’m not gonna
pay it back, so that’s a very interesting possibility, and it’s one possible (smile) why
certain leaders in certain countries have been quite free and easy to give away money
and not too bothered about the future, so that’s one thing that might be worth looking
at.

Okay I want to just sort of go straight on now to the questions. So hello Becky and
thank you very much.
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Rebecca Parkes: Okay thank you. The first question is from Debra in Canada and
Debra says Hi Simon and Becky, thank you so much for all of us and I stand with you,
for  doing  so  much  for  all  of  us  and  I  stand  with  you.  Simon  could  you  please
comment on the 666 Mark of  the Beast  at  the end times,  not trying to sound too
biblical. I watched a video lately that was about the good and evil struggle we’re in
now, but at the end of this we will be made to decide whether to take the nanochip or
bar code or the Nesara/Gesara money, and if we don’t it sounds like we won’t have
much of a life if any. The Microsoft patent for the new interactive nanochip has the
number or hash tags of 06 06 06 in it. This video made it clear that if we take the
money or nanochip we opt to stay in this Luciferian construct forever. It is not clear
how we transition from Trump to this  end, very very important decision. Thanks
again for all you do.

SP: All right thank you. Thank you for the question. You’re referring to the book of the
New Testament, the last chapter or book called Revelation which talks about the Mark
of the Beast and the number 666. For many years people took it as being a very literal
description of  individuals succumbing to a particular type of belief,  or you know,
some sort  of  emblem or  mark  that  would do it,  and they didn’t  really  think,  the
general public didn’t really think that those three numbers would really appear. Even
clergymen were of the opinion that this was just some, you know, emblem or mark of
Satanism. However, if we look at the Satanic culture, there’s a great deal of prophecy,
a great deal of fulfillment of that, and the three numbers are very important to them.
The zero between it is to connect it to artificial intelligence, okay? That’s why it’s not
just three sixes. It’s like a binary code, so it’s to link it to artificial intelligence. There
are a group of people on this planet who are absolutely determined to play out the
prophecy, to make it happen. Their belief is that unless these prophecies are followed
to the letter they cannot be fulfilled. You know so the final solution as far as, you
know, these vaccines are concerned is the subjugation of the human race. So that is
why that figure will appear and it will appear in a number of cases. We’ll see it, so
don’t imagine a little horned devil, you know, being stamped on your hand or being
given to on an identity card. It is the number. We could also say it’s like a microchip,
and who knows what coding is placed in microchips, so we should understand that
this  coding of  number  will  appear  in  a  range of  evilly  created products  certainly
designed to bring about the fulfillment of a prophecy that this not insubstantial group
on the Earth hold dear and believe that they can bring it  about, but they have to
follow this pattern, so that’s exactly what that is. Thank you.

RP: Okay thank you. Elaine, I’m not sure which country she’s from, has said Simon I
originally questioned Boris Johnson’s Covid-19 diagnosis and then recently I’ve been
seeing information online that he has been replaced. The author of these posts has
shown pictures of the two Boris’s side by side with computer-generated measurements
to show that their faces are in fact different, the same with the Queen. Your opinion is
always valued and appreciated.

SP: Well thank you for wanting to hear my opinion. We had this debate some while
ago with the President Putin. People have meticulously taken measurements of his ear
and his nose and his eyes and all the rest of it, and half the alternative industry were
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generating the possibility or the belief that he was a clone. I was able, along with
others, to actually say no, these are body doubles. You know it’s not a clone. These are
body doubles. All, or most leaders have body doubles in times of emergency. That’s
not the case in my opinion with the Prime Minister of Britain. I don’t believe that he’s
a clone. I think that as part of the treatment that he’s been on, he’s been on steroids,
and that has as I know from, you know, other people that I’ve known while they’ve
been taking them, that of course it makes your face fatter. It makes your body fatter to
a certain extent Elvis Presley, although he was on lithium, did take steroids, and a
number of, you know, bodybuilders and others do. It actually makes you fatter, so um
I’m sure that a number of people have spent many hours with software measuring and
looking and checking. The evidence that I have been given, not in relation to this
question because I didn’t know it was coming, but in relation to a number of world
leaders  that  we looked up maybe back  in  February,  was  simply  that  things  were
happening and changing and they either had body doubles. In terms of Boris Johnson
then he’s literally, he looks absolutely exhausted. That is not because he’s a clone. It’s
because he’s had the virus. He was very close to death and he looks exactly as you
would do if you were close to death, totally exhausted, and he has been pumped full
of drugs. That’s just the way it is, so no, he’s not a clone to my knowledge. He’s not a
robot or anything like that. It’s just a man who came close to death through the virus,
and you know, as a leader, a world leader, there’s no real time to rest, you know, you
have to put the physical body back into action before it was ready, and so what you’re
seeing  is  a  person,  in  my opinion,  quite  exhausted,  and  physically  his  body  has
changed because of the drugs he’s taken. However, it is a good question, because there
are clones of people and there are body doubles of people, but my information is that
the two people that you will not see cloned are President Trump and Boris Johnson.
Thank you.

RP: Okay thank you. Mandy from Ireland asks why is St. George Slaying the Dragon
on the 5G Bioshield sticks? Are dragons good? Is  the Dragon Rider someone who
embodies authentic energy, and are there bad dragons that then needed slaying, and
was  St.  George  bad and  slaying  good  dragons,  or  good and  slaying  bad  dragons?
Basically, wanting to know about George and the Dragon.

SP: Yeah thank you. That’s a fair enough question isn’t it. My grandfather, who turned
down a knighthood, you know, was quite involved in quite a few bits and pieces like
this, because the Order of Saint George and the Order of the Knight of the Garter, they
all have the symbology quite linked in. I know it’s very very popular and it’s very, you
know, easy to criticize any organization that seems to be, you know, in authority. In
fact, if anybody is seen to be standing up for anyone in authority, then you know, they
are  immediately  labeled  a  bad  guy.  The  reality  is  that  a  lot  of  these  secret
organizations have good people in them. Don’t tell me that you walk into a bank and
the people that you meet in the bank are all evil. That’s not true at all is it, and I’ve
often joked and said, you know, there’s as many bad people selling secondhand motor
vehicles as there are selling insurance or bonds or stocks. It’s just that there’s far more
opportunity to break the law in the bank than there is,  believe it  or not, selling a
secondhand motorcar. People in the bank won’t like that but it’s a fact isn’t it, and so
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the good elements within these secret societies that’s the black and white kept calling
the good elements in these secret societies (that’s the black and white cat calling) the
good elements in these secret societies wanted to try to put across the image of the
reptile,  a  reptilian,  which is  the true reptilian being defeated by humanity,  so St.
George as the knight in shining armor Slaying the Dragon is a story or a theme that
goes right back through British history and others as well though their symbology is
slightly different, and it’s literally the point of humanity over the Reptilians, so it’s not
the dragon. The dragon isn’t representing a dragon. It’s representing the Reptilian that
lives  underground  in  bases  or  caverns,  and  so  St,  George  is  the  strength,  the
consciousness  of  humanity  defeating  it,  so  these  secret  societies,  these  secret
organizations  who were  not  taken  over  by  the  Reptilian  energy  wanted  to  try  to
embody what they stood for by having this symbol. Are there good Reptilians? Yes of
course there are that’s good in everything, but it’s quite a small select group shall we
say. The vast majority of our Reptilian beings still stay true to their pattern, still stay
true to their that plan, so that is what it was meant, and when on the Bioshield, and I
was asked my opinion, which was nice because it’s not my Bioshield. I don’t own it,
but it was nice that, you know, the organizers asked my opinion on it, said what do
you feel about it, and I said well because, and the answer I’ve just given you guys, I’m
happy with that, but you know, we do want our own logo, and hopefully, you know,
nearly everybody now has received your free stick, those of you who got on the right
deal with the Connecting Consciousness logo that Becky designed, so it’s not that one
is better than another, simply that if you’re a member of Connecting Consciousness
then why wouldn’t you want our logo, but they both represent the same thing except
obviously Becky’s logo is the infinity symbol and which we thought was, you know,
appropriate for Connecting Consciousness and the organizers of the Bioshield wanted
the St. George Slaying a Reptilian as the human race slaying the 5G monster, so I hope
that explains it for you. Thank you.

RP: And I just want to add as well that dragon energy is very powerful within the
Earth and they say that ley lines have to do with dragon energy, so there is, there’s a
lot of symbolism where dragons are not evil but they’re good.

SP: Yes, I mean I was more focusing on the fact that it wasn’t representing a dragon,
that, you know, this is representing the Reptilians. That’s what it represents, but if
you were to go separately, you know, then yes absolutely. Thank you.

RP: Okay thank you.

SP: All right thank you very much indeed, and let’s see if we can get on to another
question.

RP: Ok the next question is from Bruno in Germany who says I’ve had attacks from
the jinn in the past.  I  could see them and they were literally sitting on my heart
chakra  voraciously  trying  to  get  in.  About  two  weeks  ago  I  was  attacked  from
something I haven’t seen yet. I woke up, couldn’t move, and hardly breathe only with
great effort. Over my heart region I saw something that looked like chaotic clue or flat
energy  bands  about  20  centimeters  in  diameter  [19:05][unintelligible].  They  were
nearly colorless. The only kind of color I could identify was something like a pale
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dirty brown, maybe a bit greenish. Do you have an idea of what that was? Thank you
and Becky for all you do. Much love and gratitude, Bruno.

SP: Thank You Bruno. It’s not a classic demonic attack. It’s not a jinn in that sense of
the  word.  This  is  slightly  different.  The attack  is  over  the  heart  region.  Demonic
energy doesn’t actually generally try to do that. It tries to access another part of your
body because, you know, realistically the heart is not just an organ that, you know,
pumps the blood. It is almost a brain. I know that sounds odd to many people, but it is
associated with  the  good side,  and so  if  you’re  being attacked there,  it’s  not  that
someone’s necessarily trying to get in. They wouldn’t try and get in there, but bands
that you’ve described are more about trying to contain or squeeze or crush, so we’re
not  looking at  a  demonic attack in its  true sense,  which is  a localized sometimes
individualistic type of approach. You’re looking at a more consorted planned attack,
which means that you’ve obviously upset something in the nether regions shall we
say, so you’re not being attacked in an opportunistic way. You are not being attacked
in a specific localized way to obtain access to your body. You’re being attacked in a
way that’s going to try to stop you or reduce your ability to do the things that you
want to do, so the answer for this will lie in your past. You need to look back and say
who  have  you  upset,  and  I  mean  it  in  terms  of,  you  know,  something  evil  or
something…  somebody  evil,  and  you’ve  not  gone  along  with  their  plans  or
something’s happened. So build up what’s gone on there, and you know, what I could
have done in the opening remarks was to talk about opening the books because I am
now opening the books, so anyone who’s just tuned in for the first three minutes of
the updates and they’re not interested in anything more than the updates, they’ll miss
out on this won’t they, so you know, we are opening the books. Now you go on to the
main website and book on, and what I suggest is that, you know, you see if you can
get on and book because, you know, it’s maybe something I can help you with, but
certainly we need to know a bit about the past. So yep, okay books are open if you are
interested and you do want to book and have a chat with me, then that’s absolutely
fine. Please go online and do that. Thank you.

RP: Okay thank you. Anna from New Zealand says is it possible that the so called
Covid-19 was injected into people through flu vaccines in the past year or so? Has this
through 5G and other possible means been a triggering event to stimulate what is
already in the bodies of  many people? I  would like to know if  everyone who got
Covid-19 had a flu vaccine in the last year.

SP: Not to my knowledge no. It’s, that’s not, there’s no connection there. You know
you wouldn’t go, I’m looking from the evil perspective. You wouldn’t go to the trouble
of injecting people and then doing a virus or something like that. They don’t need to
do that, you know, they’re doing quite enough damage with the standard work that
they’re doing. You would find that a great deal of people who got the virus did not
have  a  flu  jab,  so no,  as  far  as,  the information that  I  have received,  there  is  no
connection. We’ve had this debate about 5G, you know, it should be very clear what
my view on 5G is, you know, it’s evil, it’s horrible. We don’t want it. It should be
banned, but I don’t believe that if you sit in an office and press a button and switch
5G on, and you know, you bathe a particular street in 5G everybody in that street will
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get the virus. That’s not what’s happening. People are getting viruses because they’re
coming into contact  with other people who have the virus.  That  is  why so many
nurses and doctors throughout the world are going down with this because they are
the people treating and meeting those patients who are coming in with the virus. So
it’s not 5G that’s causing it. It’s a virus. How do you think the common cold works?
The common cold is a virus. That’s nothing to do with 5G. Someone’s in the room
sneezing and coughing, touching a piece of furniture and then an unwitting person
goes in. They will catch that virus. The common cold is a virus. Thank you. Next
question.

RP: Okay thank you. This is from Isma in Glastonbury, England.

SP: Yeah.

RP: A question for Simon and the group because of course these questions are asked
on the questions for Simon…

SP: On MeWePRO.

RP: Right on MeWePRO, and it’s  really well  looked at thread and a lot  of  people
comment on each other’s questions and help with answers as well.

SP: Good.

RP: So it’s quite good. So Isma has written like most of us I have read the news that
Boris Johnson wants to vaccinate us all. Perhaps this is due to his own experiences
and the highest death toll in Europe and perhaps other not-so-nice reasons. However,
the question I have is this. Dear Simon, you mentioned if I am NOT wrong in one of
your updates that in Italy as well as Iran there was a different strain of this virus, and
that there was a reason for that as well, so did we have a different strain as well which
killed more people than in other countries? Thank you for all you do.

SP: Two questions.  I’ll  take the last  one first.  Absolutely.  We got the worst  strain
unfortunately. That’s why the death rate was pushing 30,000 in Britain now. We’ve
got the worse part of it. The question about Boris Johnson is a good question. When
you’re a world leader you have two choices. I think you have two choices. You have a
choice to be good or the choice to be not-so-good, bad. So what do a lot of people do is
they fudge it. They go down the middle. They’re neither good nor bad. They try to be
down the middle, but that doesn’t work in the long term because both sides will turn
on you, so you actually have to have a base. You have to have a position and you have
to stay to it. The problem in the world that we exist is that the establishment, which is
everything  from universities  and schools,  to  your  newspapers,  to  just  the  general
consensus in the street, is that a man or a woman in a white coat knows much more
than you do, and therefore we must defer to these people, and if you don’t, then you
know, you could possibly be sued. So a prime minister or a leader of a country is in a
difficult position because either he’d do what I would do, which is come out and just
change everything, or he keeps the status quo, and he says well yeah we’ve got this
medical advice and we need to go with the medical advice. You see if you don’t follow
the medical advice under the current situation, then anybody could sue you if their
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relative died, because as the world leader, they could argue that you did not take
sufficient action to protect  your own people. Regardless of whether the vaccine is
good or bad, that’s how it stands, and the reality of course is that a leader must be
seen to be following the advice of his or her medical professionals, because we’re still
in this very primitive mindset that says that if you do so many years in the university
studying medicine and you get the huge privilege of wearing a white coat, and I’m not
being disrespectful, it’s just the fact that that’s the way it is, therefore, you have to be
listened to, and that’s the situation, so what can Boris Johnson do? Boris isn’t going to
do what I would do, which is turn around and say well actually no, we’re not going to
do that, and you know, take it on the chin. What he will say is, what he is saying is
well we’ll have a vaccine.

Now I did make a statement earlier, which I’ve put out on the website in a written
format  and  I  guess  not  everyone  has  a  chance  to  see  that.  There’s  absolutely  no
coincidence that this law in Great Britain that’s forcing or looking to force mandatory
vaccines came out while Boris Johnson was not at the controls of the ship. Boris was
in hospital, just come out actually. His partner was having a baby, and so that’s when
they slipped that piece of legislation in. That should tell us all we need to know, that
he was not actually there when it happened, so he’s been faced with this. Now I think
personally he’ll  do what President Trump is  gonna do,  which is say that it  is not
mandatory, but is voluntary. There’s no way that President Trump, as it stands, would
sign an official order saying that this is mandatory. The difficulty with the U.S. is that
you’ve got states and governors, so you might find California saying that you’ve got to
have it, whereas you might have Texas saying no you don’t have to have it, so that’s
very interesting and could create a huge legal battle between whether the president,
the office of president can out rule, outweigh these states, and I think that’s what’s
going to happen. Now if that happens you are going to have a multitude of people
selling  their  properties  in  one state  and  moving  into  another  state  where  it’s  not
mandatory. I think in Great Britain the legislation is there to make it mandatory, but I
think what Boris Johnson will do is say it’s voluntary. Anybody who is not under the
control  of  this  evil  Cabal  and  who  knows  the  truth  couldn’t  possibly  make  this
mandatory.  You couldn’t  possibly do that,  but  because we believe in people with
white coats, maybe what we’ve got to say on the planet as it stands is it’s voluntary. If
you want it here it is, but you’re not forced to take it. So I think that is the route that
will be gone down in Great Britain. Now I wasn’t joking when I said that if that wasn’t
the way and they were going to force it,  then I don’t want to be here. I would go
because, you know, my concern is that that twenty men coming through the door can
hold you down and can inject you, so I’d much rather just go, and go to somewhere
that, you know, stuck two fingers up and said well we’re not having that. So I think
there’s a big battle to be had here in this country and in many others. Unfortunately
we  small  group,  that’s  those  of  you  who listen  to  me  and listen  to  others,  we’re
fighting for  this  huge mass  of  unawakened people,  you know, this  huge group of
people that will do what they’re told because somebody in a white coat says this is
what you should do, and those small group of us who actually know the truth, we are
having to fight not just for ourselves, but for them, and that’s what’s called service to
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others. It would be very easy just to say well to hell with you lot. You’re so stupid you
don’t, you know, are aware of it, but that’s to give up the battle.

You know there’s a reason why the vast majority of people on this planet believe what
they’re told, and I was saying to Becky only the other day if it wasn’t like that you
couldn’t sell boxes of breakfast cereal. You couldn’t sell the latest iPhone. It’s because
humanity has been, not designed that’s not the right word for this, but they’ve been
programmed and conditioned so that they will believe what they’re told providing
what they’re told comes through the approved channels. I’m not an approved channel,
you know, neither is David Wilcock. We’re not approve channels, so what happens is
that we don’t get, we don’t reach the vast majority of the people we need to reach, so
the approved channel comes on and it says what it says and people just obey it, you
know, slavishly. That’s the battle that we face, to try to actually win this argument.
You can’t force people, but we can just do our best, so let’s see. I think when push
comes to shove the British Prime Minister will not mandate it. I think it will be a
voluntary  thing  and  certainly  in  the  U.S.  unless  individual  Cabalistic  Satanic
governors in different states who are under orders, blackmailed or whatever it might
be, force it through in their state. You know that’s a recipe for a civil war. I’m not
being light.  I’m not joking. It  is a recipe for a civil war. It’s a very good question.
Thank you.

RP:  Okay thank you.  The next question is  from Jay from Canada who says  I  was
looking at an interview that Kerry Cassidy did with Miles Johnson the other day and
Miles made a remark that strikes me very strongly at around 13 minutes 20 he showed
a rainbow drawing and said that in the town where he is people at a certain time go
out and applaud. This is where we clap for the NHS at 8:00 o’clock on a Thursday
evening. I was surprised by this account and I emailed my family in the USA, France,
[33:48][?Sire],  Guadeloupe,  and  Germany,  and  I  received  these  answers.  In  Paris
people at 8:00 o’clock p.m. will start applauding. The rainbow is in Germany, Canada,
and the UK. My question: does Simon have an idea for this very odd behavior? Thank
you.

SP: Thank you, thank you. Becky who does a sterling job at trying to keep tabs on, you
know, as much as we can did actually draw, separate to this question, some days ago
this came up and Miles was showing pictures of  rainbows. For those of  you who
haven’t seen it, it’s there somewhere, and Miles was talking about that the rainbow
was inverted, or the colors were wrong on that particular rainbow. I only saw this
section. I didn’t see all of it. The point is that rainbows operate on a frequency of light.
They are all of light, and so if you think of a bow, it’s a literally a bow shape. That
frequency of light which travels faster will go to the shortest distance and then that
which says a little bit slower and so on and so on and so on and so on, so Becky
you’re the scientist. Is violet light the fastest and red light the slowest fastest?

RP: Yeah violet’s the fastest and red’s the slowest.

SP: Right.

RP: So red is on the top of the rainbow and then orange, yellow, green, blue, violet.
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SP: Right, so that which travels the fastest will be, it’ll be in order, in order fashion,
and that’s why rainbows are the way they are, simply because it’s to do with the speed
of that particular visible light. Okay remember there’s lots of other lights which were
not… our eyes can’t be visible too but we see the pattern there, so that’s the first point
to mention there, and I think people need to do the research a little bit more carefully.
What happened in Britain was that a natural outpouring, very… Britain’s very big at
spontaneous outpourings. A number of schoolchildren sent some drawings into the
hospital. I think it was Barts where children are often kept. That’s the number one
children’s hospital in Britain, and they did rainbows. Children draw rainbows, not
just those who’ve gone through mind programming like My Little Pony or any of the
others, just people, ordinary regular kids, will draw a rainbow and it reached a point
some weeks ago that the hospital said we can’t take any more of these pictures in.
We’re getting inundated with them. Here’s an address for them. Now a lot of those
drawings were rainbows, so you should do your research and find out whether that
then was jumped on by the media. I know it was. Whether there was a nurse holding
one of these pictures up which could have been a rainbow and that then could have
been adopted by the NHS in Britain as the emblem to do it, and that’s possible.

However your question is intriguing because of the clapping. Humans, we live on a
world which is both physical, the energy physicality, and the energy which is not
physical, so there’s an energy that’s not physical and that which is, and if you want to
deflect humans from going down a particular path, it doesn’t mean it’s evil, you just
want to deflect them or you want to give them something to do, then you have to give
them physical energy to combine with non-physical energy, so their going out and
clapping is part of a programmed reinforcement, no question of that, but we can’t just
immediately jump to evil conclusions. I don’t believe it’s loosh. I don’t believe it’s
being collected by evil people. I think it’s part of a mind control programming that
says to people “Stay at home, Protect the NHS,” this, that, and the other, and we will
give you this physical ritual, because that’s what it is, this physical ritual like going to
church or doing anything else that will seal you in to this energy agreement that we
are trying to create. So it could be for the best reasons but that’s very primitive, but
then  most  of  humans  are  very  primitive,  and  that’s  exactly  right.  So  there  is  a
concerted effort across Europe to get people to do, go into a ritual which makes it
easier for the government then to have its wishes followed, so the rainbow which has
many symbols  both in programming,  but  both in,  you know, the lesbian and gay
movement and has done for many years. I’m not so convinced of the rainbow. I’m not
so convinced of its colors or anything. I think that’s just something that children will
come too, but I think it is the act of physically clapping in Great Britain at 8:00 p.m.
on a Thursday as part of that ritual. I don’t do it. Now I don’t do it not because I don’t
care about the NHS, not because I’m ungrateful. Every podcast I’ve done, everything
I’ve  done  when  I’ve  talked  about  it,  I’ve  stood  up  for  the  medical  profession,
particularly the nurses on the front line, the ambulance drivers, the paramedics, the
staff cleaning hospitals, all of those people delivering supplies. I’ve got members of
Connecting Consciousness who are driving lorries all hours of the night with medical
supplies where those hospitals who have got those virus patients, and you know, I’ve
got two members of Connecting Consciousness who, you know, they shouldn’t, but
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they do.  They write  to  me and they share their  information. That’s  why I’m very
cautious and don’t make it difficult for them, but they tell me which hospitals they go
to. They tell me what supplies they’re dropping off. They tell me where the military
are in position, you know, so it’s  a very interesting situation and we shouldn’t be
surprised that those people who can manipulate vast numbers of people are there
involved, so it’s a very good question. Thank you.

RP: Okay, thank you. Kimberly from the USA says regarding the alleged indictments, I
believe  the  number  is  quite  large  now,  perhaps  80,000?  Do  you  have  any  Intel
whether  these  really  exist  and  are  they  actually  being  acted  upon?  Thanks  and
blessings and gratitude to you and Becky.

SP: They are real. They certainly are real and some of them are being acted upon.
What’s my take on it? I think that they were used as a Sword of Damocles. Don’t worry
I’m not going to go into long, you know, Greek tragedy or the gods of Greece, but the
reality here is that if you are holding something like many thousands of, you know,
sealed indictments, then it acts as a block or a check against the other side becoming
overly excitable. However, when the virus was released I did say this. All bets were
off,  and what we have seen are a number of these indictments being opened, and
those of you who have been very kind and have listened to me over the years know
that I got reasonably upset because these things were being opened in private and
were being actioned in private, and in the end I got so somewhat annoyed by it that I
had to speak to somebody to get some clarity as to why this was occurring, and the
message I got I have shared with, you know, you guys on the several podcasts, that
basically that if the truth came out in an unorganized manner, it  could absolutely
destroy  the  United  States  of  America.  You  could  say  well  isn’t  the  U.S.  being
destroyed now? No it’s not. This is a managed financial situation, but if you were to
turn round and say X, Y and Zed, the situation is that the media, the vast majority of
the media would immediately turn against it and say that the president of the United
States was attempting a coup and was trying to take over, so a lot of these indictments
that have been opened are a very high-level, household names, and are being done on
the quiet. That’s why Jeffrey Epstein was removed from hospital because there was no
way  frankly  either  side  wanted  him  testifying,  because  if  the  bad  guys,  had  he
testified, he would’ve um literally sent three quarters of America into a meltdown, but
the good guys didn’t want Jeffrey Epstein in a witness box speaking because then they
can’t do anything about it. What they wanted was the information from him that was
not public so they could then use that to lever the bad guys or some of the bad guys,
and to try and take out others and use it for action. The difficulty with democracy in
the understood sense of the word is that everything’s above board supposedly and
open, and I’ve said this before that if you are—forget democracy at the moment—if
you’re a good person, you know, you find it very hard to kill people. If you’re a bad
person it’s part of what you do. So if you were, I don’t know, someone in the media
and you don’t just run a newspaper, you run a news channel, and you’ve been told
that unless you blank out this type of news and you push this other sort of news, then
your family will be murdered, and you know, very well that they’ll do it, and that is
why this is happening because you can’t appeal to the good guys, because they don’t
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believe that the good guys are strong enough to protect them. You know it’s like the
Mafia, saying to somebody I will get you, and the person thinks well police protection
just won’t work. Will you protect me in five years, in ten years, in fifteen years? So the
only way we’re going to get this is when certain of the key individuals are taken out
quietly privately without any consequence and then a number of other people will
have the confidence to come forward to the good side and being more helpful and
more useful. Now that is happening. We are seeing that occur, so that’s my answer to
you. Thank you.

RP: Okay thank you. Carolyn from the USA says thank you for always being there for
us.  I  have an odd question in the middle of  everything going on right  now I  am
partially focused on the return of Planet X. I am very much aware that the human
species must save itself  and there are no rescues from the mess we have created.
However, Planet X is outside of our control. Recently there was a post on CC of a large
mothership  that  was  ostensibly  photographed  by  the  International  Space  Station.
Whether this is true or not my question is given that we have no control over Planet X
and the destruction it will cause here on Earth, is it actually possible that spaceships
will come and remove us from the planet during this flyby? If this is a possibility then
how would we be able to determine if the group coming to help us is benevolent and
has our best interests at heart?

SP: It’s a very good question, thank you. Any group that turns up and opens the doors
and says come in is not to be trusted. Why would anybody want you off this planet
except  if  they  want  it  for  themselves?  Why would  anybody  go  to  the  trouble  of
supporting the human race for millions of years? We’ve been here for a good few
millions of years now, maybe only a pinprick, but from a human perspective we’ve
been here a long time. Just  to come along and take everybody off.  That may well
happen, but my advice is the same as it was ten years ago is you don’t get on those
spacecraft.  You know, that is just a way of taking people off the planet and never
bringing you back again.  You’d never come back again.  You’d never see it.  You’d
never come back here. You’re right about we have to try and sort the problems out,
but we are allowed to get help. We are getting some help but ultimately the choice
must be human choice, the human consciousness choice. It’s no good big brother or
big sister coming in, and you know, doing it for us because we’ll just be faced back
with the same problem, and you don’t learn if someone comes and does it for you. So
the reality here is that we do have to sort this problem out. We have to find the truth
and we should be very very very skeptical of anybody who turns up and says I tell
you what it’s going to be a bit hairy down there on the planet. Jump in. We’ll go for a
jolly ole spin, and when it’s all done and nice, I’ll bring you back again. No. Next
question please.

RP: The next question is from Yohanna, our Argentina coordinator, who says Dear
Simon, in your last podcast you mentioned that the moment to act against the Cabal
has not yet arrived, but it’s close. What do you mean exactly by acting and what can
we do or what should we do apart from being strong-minded, unafraid, do meditation,
and give our help and guidance to others who are awakening? Thank you for all your
hard work and uplifting words.
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SP: Thank you. Thank you for that. Well the last few words you ended on there is if
everybody did that we wouldn’t be in this mess. That’s a fact, and so that’s not a bad
thing for people to aim for. I’ll give you some more information though. It seems like
an age ago, but a few weeks, days ago, I did an interview with Sacha Stone and I’d
heard a little bit about situation in Hollywood and he’d heard a little bit, and so we
just touched base on that publicly. We, you know, I said to him have you heard what
I’ve heard, and he said yes but I’m not gonna say anything quite understandably, but
that was interesting that we both heard that, and I put a post out on the website today
saying that I’ve had three independent, independent of each other, sources saying that
certain individuals are now being arrested, and I made the, not a joke, it was a serious
comment with Sacha.  I  said yeah, I’ve had a story of  cars turning up and the big
Hollywood gates of the mansion, you know, some debate going on as they were trying
to get the gates open, all the rest of it.  The deal is that there are some household
names who now are being taken to a police station. They spend about 40 minutes
there, and then they’re allowed to go back, but they have started the process, and
these were indictments  that  were sealed and are open, and I  have absolutely 100
percent confidence that the information I’ve received is accurate. There are a number
of high-profile names, let me just say, in the entertainment industry. Let me just do a
blanket label like that, who have been, some of them have voluntarily gone because
it’s in their best interest to do so. Some of them were literally half dragged, half not,
but  in  all  cases  they only  spent  a  very  short  period of  time  in  there,  this,  these
locations for the formal process to begin, and then for those people to be returned
back home. So that is happening and I’ve always said, always said that, you know, it
was a last resort for ordinary people to go out and do what they’ve got to do. We
should be looking to the military. We should be looking to the good guys in positions
of power to do it for us because they are human, most of them are, and you know,
that’s what they got to do, but if they don’t then we have ourselves, and I made it very
clear that if anybody tried to come to this door to try to vaccinate me, you know, that
wouldn’t  go  so  well.  So  every  individual  who  is  self-aware,  spiritual,  conscious,
knows the game, has to decide whether they’re going to take anything lying down or
whether they’re going to go and do something about it. Now in the United States of
America you are legally allowed to defend yourself with a firearm. Of course they’re
very clever in other countries and they took away people’s guns. In Great Britain 300
years ago in Great Britain, 300 years ago, you could go out to town and you could buy
whatever, and you could have a sword. It was perfectly legal in Britain for you to
carry a sword if you were a gentlemen, and then when the laws were done away with
the gentleman would have a stick to protect himself with, and then that changed and
it  became a  walking  stick,  so  even  if  a  person  didn’t  actually  have  any  problem
walking, they’d have a very expensive shiny stick, but this was a throwback to the
days when you could carry a sword. So in Great Britain we’ve never really carried a
gun, but we carried a sword, so there are a number of countries where the individual’s
rights have been very cleverly taken away. In the United States because of the Second
Amendment that’s not the case, although a number of very left-leaning states have
sought to push as far as they can to take away people’s rights to hold a gun, and the
reality is here that if in Great Britain people feel that their lives are in danger, the lives
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of their children or their families are in danger, they will do something about it, and
the time is not yet come because we’ve not reached the crisis. You’ve asked when the
crisis is. It very largely depends on who wins the election in November the 3rd in the
United States of America.  Let me make it  clear from myself that it  doesn’t matter
about the Democratic choice of president which is Joe Biden. It really doesn’t matter. I
know that he’s mentally not well. I know that he’s got what would the doctors call it,
Alzheimer’s or any of the degenerative diseases that happen to some people when
they get, you know, a bit older. I know he’s got that and so do the elite. What we’re
looking for is who is the running mate? Who’s the VP to be the vice president, because
God help us. God help me, anyone else, if Joe Biden was to be elected as the president
of the United States, I can tell you within six months he would be certified as not
mentally  capable  and whoever’s  the  vice  president  would  be  moved  in,  so  we’re
looking to see who the running mate for the Democrats is, because that person will be
absolutely under the control of the Cabal, a total place man or woman of the cabal and
that’s their plan to get Biden elected, retire him after six months on mental grounds,
put the vice president in and pick up where they left on. So the question that you’ve
asked is frankly it depends on November the 3rd, because that’s the crucial point.
While Trump is still holding the position there, then this moment of choice has been
kicked down the road. Obviously presidents can only do two terms of office, but you
know, we have to see. We’ve got this election on November 3rd. That’ll be not just
interesting or incredibly interesting, it’ll be vital from a human point of view to see
who wins that.

Now I’m gonna just do my quick thank-you’s for people. Those of you who, you know,
aren’t familiar with my show, I call it a show, my updates, you might be surprised that
I actually read out a list of names who very kindly donated to me, and to Connecting
Consciousness. I know most people don’t do that. It’s just a British thing maybe, so I
want to thank Margaret, Darquis, Consultancy, Mary and David, Susan, Andrew, Dara,
Alicia,  Andy, Jeff,  AH Oohon, Oliver,  Christine,  Uma, Mary Ann, Adele,  Tunechi,
Howard, Joanne, Manuel, Carol, Silver Sun, Abigail, Jean-Louis, Brian, Greeta, Martin,
Michael, Charlie, getting there Bernhard, and Drumset of course, Leif, Paul, Amanda,
Teresa, Martin, Ivana or [E vana], I beg your pardon, and Valerie. Now there were
others but you won’t be surprised to know that both the YouTube is being interfered
with and also other electronic aspects, so there were others of you who very kindly
donated and I’m sorry if I wasn’t able to read your name out, you know, but I am
thanking you publicly now. All right next question please.

RP: Okay  we  did  have  a  lot  or  we  have  recently  had  a  lot  of  questions  about
vaccinations, so I’m just gonna add a couple more that are together, so Trudy from
South of England and Sandra from Germany. Trudy says my question is as Boris is
promoting vaccines does this mean that the black hats have won him over and will
mandatory  vaccines  becoming or can we do something on an active level  to  stop
them?  Sandra’s  saying  having  the  same  issue  here  in  Germany,  mandatory
vaccinations might be the law in Germany as of May the 15th if we do not find a way
to prevent this.
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SP: Okay well  this  is  proof  that,  you know,  I  don’t  have  access  to  the  questions
beforehand because I’ve answered that already.

RP: Yeah.

SP: But that isn’t  to dismiss the two people who’ve written in on behalf  of  many
others as it were, that the point here is that if it becomes mandatory there is going to
be a resistance to it, physical resistance. I’ve absolutely no doubt about that and we
will just see who blinks first. Thank you.

RP: Rachel from London in the UK says I’m deeply appreciative of the benefits Becky
and Simon are giving all of us spending so much of your time with little recompense
to inform us of what is really going on. Is it possible for you to inform us of how
successful the white hats have been? Sadly I read on your blog that Canadian military
helicopter  has  been  reported  missing  and  read  up  later  that  tragically  six  crew
members lost their lives, hoping that the white hat heroes have not borne with too
many losses. Have they caught many black hats and do you have any organizations or
names that the white hats have neutralized? Thank you.

SP: Thank you very much indeed. No, I can’t share that with you publicly, but there
are a small number of organizations which have had the spotlight on them. It’s less
about taking out individuals and more about taking apart structures. If you have a
large organization and within it is a Cabalistic entity, I don’t mean an alien entity. I’m
talking  in  the  3d  term  here  of  a  process.  Let’s  say  for  instance  we  have  an
organization. Let’s make anything up. It doesn’t matter, and you want to promote the
Cabal. What will happen is people will apply for jobs to you. You look at them and
you will  only ensure that those people who are coming from a Cabalistic line are
getting those jobs and being put in. Now it doesn’t mean the whole organization is
evil. It means that that group within that, so that’s the group that needs to be stopped,
and the mechanism that allows them to do that undone. You take a situation such as a
bank, a very large multibank. Well the whole system is that way inclined, so it’s not
just one pillar holding up the roof, it’s the whole damn roof, and the whole of the
pillar. So that’s why those organizations are a completely different ballgame, but in
most organizations, it is run by decent people, good people, and there’s this one arm
shall  we  say,  one  pillar,  which  is  corrupt.  So  what  the  good  guys  have  been
concentrating on is a limited number of operations, both in the United States and
Italy,  and  two  in  United  Kingdom  where  they  have  taken  down  or  dismantled
structures. Again I don’t want you to think about a building that’s been blown up
above ground, but a structure of organization that has been taken down. In terms of
children being released, this was because there are many many people in the good
group who can’t really be motivated to tackle a particular, I don’t know, organization,
but can be motivated to free children, so there are certain aspects that the resources
could be thrown at. There are certain aspects that the good guys were prepared to go
to the very edge on, and children in underground bases is one of those aspects that
good guys would go to the very end of the road for regardless of what comes after it,
but for the vast majority of other Cabalistic operations, it’s much more of a tentatively
see this and see that. Now that’s still a lot better than we were five years ago, so it’s a
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lot more improved, but again please be very careful. There a number of commentators
that I’m not gonna mention any names obviously, who were, you know, the same old
thing every time, that this has happened and that’s happened, and you know, it’s the
same  names  or  organizations  which  for  the  last  five  years  according  to  these
individuals who have been taken down. We can’t keep taking the same thing down.
It’s either taken down or it’s not, and the reality is that the Cabal is still operating. Of
course it is. It’s still operating, but it’s edges where it’s been pushing further into the
psyche of humanity, that’s been pushed out or drawn out.

Sacha Stone used some very interesting terms and he talked about the claws being
declipped or declawed or something, but still left the teeth of the monster, and those
of us who have some experience of how these rather nasty people are, that struck me
as a very good analogy, that the reach of this creature has been quite successfully
blocked, stopped, or pushed back, but the entity itself still exists in its lair, so that’s
the best answer I can give you. Thank you. It’s a good question.

RP: Thank you. Michelle from South Africa has two questions. Hi Simon, thank you
for all you do. Simon you always used to say you would never fly on a plane. Has that
changed since you mentioned traveling to the USA, and secondly can you give us an
idea of how developing countries like India and South Africa and Brazil fit into the
Illuminati and Cabal structures and control?

SP: Okay we’ll  take the last one first because that’s easy to answer. Any emerging
economy is fought over. India is the new China in the sense that it has a massive
population base, very poor generally, standard of living, wages are very low, people
don’t expect a great deal, absolutely ideal to set up factories and get stuff turned out.
So both sides, or all sides would want to dominate India. Now what’s interesting is
that unlike China in the early days and Hong Kong and many of these other countries,
Taiwan, India began to set its stall out as to what it would and what it wouldn’t take
on,  which means  that  India  because  of  its  situation with  Pakistan  politically  has
always  played  to  the  West,  unlike  some  of  the  other  countries  which  were  very
isolationist, and so what we can see is that India is striking deals with a different
sides, so Russia will be interested. America will be interested. China will be interested
and Great Britain will be interested, and what you’ll find in India’s case is that India
might buy weapons systems from Great Britain, but it might buy oil from Russia, or it
will do this, so it’s getting to play. It won’t align itself in one particular political camp.
However  what  I  will  say  is  that  the  Indian Prime Minister  and President  Donald
Trump have an excellent working relationship, and thank goodness for that, because I
can remember General Zia across the road there and the situation there with Obama
who was  then the  president,  and  how that  connection between Pakistan  and the
United States sidelined India, and often it looked like war was quite likely, so thank
goodness that we now have the office of President on very good terms with Modi, who
is the Prime Minister of India. Thank goodness that India and America have very good
terms because these are two natural allies. That’s my opinion anyway.

All right so move on to the next question. Those of you who have listened to me and
again thank you for being very kind and listening, and I mean that you know, you
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don’t have to listen… will have known quite obviously that I don’t like flying, and I
often talked about  that  because people  would say  to  me come out  to  America  or
Australia and a conference, and people would say look we’ll arrange it, we’ll pay for
the  flight.  You  come  out  and  you  do  two  or  three  days,  you  can  speak  at  my
conference, and you can do this, do that, and it would have been lovely, but I just
couldn’t bring myself to be on an airplane, and I used to do things by Skype. It’s not
the same, but you know, it’s what I could offer, and then suddenly I started talking
about ooh I could go to America. So what happened is that I did get offered a job. I got
offered a job which I considered very carefully and decided that, you know, I should
do it, and that would mean going on airplane. Yes, I’d have to go on an airplane, and I
want to take Connecting Consciousness to that next level. I want to be in a position to
be  able  to  fund  healing  centers.  I  want  to  have  Connecting  Consciousness  as  an
organization  that  can  fight  for  the  rights  of  individuals,  that  can  take  on  the
establishment in whatever way that might be. You know, it’s a natural progression.
We started in the United Kingdom, Great Britain. We have built up a pretty solid, you
know, coordinator network, and I would love to do that in the United States. I’d love
to do it everywhere, but you know, I got an offer for a job in the U.S. What I will say is
that you can put me right here Becky was it two weeks after that job offer we got
another offer or was it three weeks?

RP: Yeah it was in…

SP: Was it two weeks or three weeks?

RP: …three weeks.

SP: Two to three weeks, okay.

RP: Yeah.

SP: So after that job offer which I verbally accepted, two to three weeks later I got
offered another job and they made me an offer that I couldn’t refuse, and I was offered
a job, I won’t go into the details, but I was offered a job to go to Washington D.C., and
I looked at that and I thought absolutely not, you know, so it was very interesting that
I got a job offer that you could consider quite clearly a hundred percent to be a very
truthful, a very good honest background, a very good honest offer, which would do
good for Connecting Consciousness and then when somebody else got wind of that a
counteroffer  coming  in  which  would  have  been  completely  the  opposite.  So  you
know, just trying to muddy the waters, spoil it all up, and so we called out that second
job offer. We called it out and that disappeared very quickly because we’d, you know,
we’d seen who was behind it  and what it  was. So yeah, I will get on an airplane
because I have to put the organization first. I have to put my own fears of flying, and
they are genuine. I have to put those behind me because my belief for what I want to
create  with  Connecting  Consciousness  I  can’t  afford  my  own frailties  to  stop  the
development of what I want, service to others. I want to serve other people. I want to
do it and by being a scaredy cat and not wanting to get on an airplane, it just won’t
work will it? So yep, that’s the plan obviously with the virus and no airplanes flying
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all plans are put back. You know, when the time comes then of course I will announce
that, and you know, we’ll just take it from there. Thank you.

RP: Thank you. Louise from Quebec in Canada says Hello Simon and Becky, I really
appreciate everything you do for us. My question is as follows: If we all meditate on a
specific goal such as preventing 5G from working can a fairly large group reverse the
effect of 5G? Mainly I dream, but it costs us nothing to try if we have a chance.

SP: Okay.

RP: Love and light to you both.

SP: Thank you. Thank you. I don’t believe in dreaming. I believe in making it reality
and that’s what you’re saying to me, which is really good. The difficulty we’ve got
with 5G is a combination and physical energy and artificial intelligence and it has a
massive amount of psychic power behind it. It is wrong to take on something of that
magnitude. I don’t mean magnitude in terms of its power. I mean in terms of the way
it has infiltrated into the human psyche, the way… it’s like a tree. A tree is a good
thing, but I’m trying to just show that the roots going out. If you meditate to try to do
that you are taking it on and it’s like taking on Orion energy, you know, the Orion
Cube. If you try and force your way into an Orion Cube it just absorbs the energy and
plays it back, and that was nicely demonstrated in about 1966 with the Star Trek, one
of the Star Trek,  the original Star Trek shows which didn’t  perhaps use the word
Orion, but they were using that principle. So when we meditate we should meditate
on a more of a… like a judo player. When somebody comes at them, they don’t try and
necessarily block it. There are other forms of martial arts which block, but they try to
use the energy of the attacker to, you know, get that person out of the way, and so I
think in our case with the meditations we would not want to take something on head-
on. We would actually want to take on smaller chunks of the issue. We will be doing
some more meditations absolutely, but I don’t want people taking something on head-
on because you put yourselves up for target, and I have seen too many other groups
who uncontrollably have gone off and done that, and I’ve seen the price they’ve paid
for  it,  and  I  always  said  that,  you  know,  we  wouldn’t  do  that.  We  would  do
meditations. We would try and bring change. The point with the Hadron Collider was
that although it was a massive huge machine weighing billions of tons, talking energy
wise, it hadn’t hooked into the human psyche in the same way that 5G is attempting
to do.  So it’s  actually easier  to  do that,  because also the Hadron Collider was an
electronic/mechanical  device.  5G  is  nonmechanical  generally  speaking.  It’s  an
electronic device, so it’s harder for us to work on it, but we’re getting into realms I
don’t  want to go into,  but we will  have meditations.  They will  be useful,  and I’ll
certainly see to it to do that. Thank you.

RP: Thank you. Patricia from the USA says Dear Simon and Becky, thank you for
everything you do for us. What is the difference in intent between the Earth Alliance
and the Federation?

SP: Well the question, thank you, thank you. The question is the intent. That’s an
interesting question.  Perhaps  I’ll  just  start  a  little  bit  that  the  Earth  Alliance  is  a
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Federation  that  has  human representatives  to  it.  It  was  a  group  that  was  formed
predominantly of human, human-type beings to protect and work with the Earth and
to be more involved, so there’s an awful lot of people who have a normal life by day
and by nighttime they leave their physical body and they go out and do good stuff and
they come back into their body. That’s part of the Earth Alliance, and the Federation
in that sense of the word, we want to think of Captain Kirk or Jean-Luc Picard. It’s
lovely that they use the word Federation, but we are looking at the true term, which is
a group of planets who have connections to humanity and want to be involved but
don’t want to be involved directly, so they will often activate a third party. They will
provide intelligence. They will provide cover. They will provide, you know, lots of
other things, but they’re not necessarily the troops on the ground. So there are two
different ways. There’s the overarching umbrella organization and then the smaller
group which are hands on, on Earth. I hope that helps.

RP: Okay thank you. Lee from England says… he says no recent updates from Simon.
Has he been told to keep quiet until May Day I wonder?

SP: Thank you. No. I think back over the ten years, the only time I think anyone ever
tried to make me keep quiet was when they tried to kill me, and of course those of you
who’ve watched and listened you know years ago what happened. I don’t need to go
over that. I mean I don’t, people don’t actually try to tell me that sort of thing. I offered
regular podcasts because I foresaw a vacuum in the consciousness of humanity by this
(coughs) excuse me, by this manipulated virus situation, and I realized that unless
many of us got in and spoke and try to give the alternative view there was a real
possibility of  fear,  concern,  building up, and so for  the early days I  did a regular
podcast and then humanity calmed down a bit and people got more in control, and so
I just withdrew a bit. So that’s what happened there. Thank you.

Right and before we have the next question there was a couple questions back and I
just could have added about going to America. I just want to reassure people that I
have not been offered a job with Gaia TV, and I’m not working for any of the other sort
of small stores or shops that would mean that I couldn’t do Connecting Consciousness
and it’s very important that I  make that clear that the work that I’ve been offered
would not prevent me doing the Connecting Consciousness work, far from it. It will
actually increase the work I do, so please don’t imagine that, you know, I’m gonna be
doing a job and then and not having the time to do what we need to do here, so it
won’t be a job in Walmart. Neither will it be a job with Gaia TV, so I just wanted to
make that clear because people might think how you can juggle both things, but you
know, it is all about Connecting Consciousness. Alright thanks Becky, and the next
question.

RP: Okay next question is from Ben in Australia. He says what effect does alcohol
have in terms of connecting to Source? For example, if you’re a casual drinker will
that harm your ability to stay connected to Source and to others? Does it affect your
psychic skills?

SP: Interesting. Nobody’s asked me that before. Overall it is negative in the sense of
what it does. It releases a part of the control of the brain which you’d think would
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make you more able and psychic but it doesn’t. It actually makes the brain work in a
way that your psychic connection or your connection doesn’t work in the same way.
So  drinking  alcohol  is  negative  for  a  spiritual  life.  Now  you’ve  used  the  word
moderate  drinking  or  what  have  you  and  that’s  absolutely  fine,  you  know,  we’re
talking about people who are addicted to the stuff. Taking drugs, there are some drugs
which  you  can  take  which  actually  open  your  connection  to  Source  or  to  other
dimensions, but the real serious issue here is that not only do you let in good but you
can let in evil. That’s something that I cannot say enough, that if you take down your
defenses, your natural defenses because you want to have more of an experience, then
be prepared to have experiences from both sides, and a number of my clients over the
last ten years have had life-changing effects both from the good because they got that,
but also from the bad, life-changing effects that were negative. So if you are going to
experiment in any way you must practice your defensive measures before you do it.
There’s absolutely no point in being an open book. You know there are these people
that say oh I don’t want to live in fear, you know, I’m not gonna live in fear. I’ll just do
this.  I’ll  do that.  If  you haven’t  been to Magic School,  if  you haven’t  reached the
spiritual position, if you haven’t done any of this stuff, then you are going to be hit
sometimes occasionally by the most awful unimaginable set of circumstances if this
evil force decides to turn on you, so please don’t be an open book. Be secure. Do
everything you can and then go and experiment, all  right? Too many people who
come to me, did it the other way around, and then it’s a very difficult job to try and do
anything to bring them back, bring them around. So yes, you want your connections
but  you must  ensure  not  only are  you able  to  discern what’s  good and bad,  and
remember that 90 percent of the bad attacks pretend to be good, you know, they don’t
come in and say I’m the devil, or they’ll come in and say I’m, you know, this… I’m
Archangel  Michael,  or  I’m  this,  I’m  that,  because  they  don’t  have  any  conscious
themselves like that, they’ll just come in and do anything they need to do to try to get
at you. So, you know, I’m making a point of this. It is very important. Taking drugs,
certain drugs, taking certain alcohol allows these entities to attack you, and they will
come in and they will have a go. There’s no coincidence that in Great Britain over the
last,  I don’t know, 300–400 years, there’s an old wives’  tale. There’s an old wives’
saying which is called the devil drink, you know, and that is because people would
see somebody change. Their eyes would glaze over or go black. They’d had a lot to
drink and suddenly they would be acting in a way that wasn’t like them. It wasn’t the
drink.  It  was  an  evil  entity  had  entered  them  using  the  fact  that  their  normal
discerning capabilities have been switched off through either drink or drugs, and so
they were doing that, and what these evil things will do, the first thing they’ll do is
tell you to kill yourself. That’s the very first thing they’ll do, so you know, you’ve got
something bad because it’s trying to get you to do that. I’m not advocating you don’t
experiment. I’m advocating that you’d make a serious attempt to learn how to protect
yourself first. Thank you.

RP: Thank you that was a popular question actually.

SP: Okay.
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RP: Johanna from Argentina has said what about pharmaceuticals and Sandra said
what about cannabis so you have addressed those.

SP: Yeah, yeah, okay that’s a specific. Cannabis is a medicinal plant. That’s why the
pharmaceuticals don’t want us to have it. I think used in the way that it should be
used I don’t think it’s a problem at all. I think there are people that just are addicted to
it and I absolutely know that just like any substance that’s overused, then it can do
you harm, so just because it’s a natural plant that’s banned by the system because it is
a good plant, if you over do it, your own, not your energy self, but your physical self
can’t  cope  with  it.  You  know,  humanity  for  thousands  of  years  now  has  been
artificially separated from the truth, from good things, and you know, if you suddenly
have a load of good things you will not necessarily cope with it very well. You have to
do it gradually. So yeah thank you, and I’m glad people are finding that an interesting
question.

RP: Okay the last question today because I think we’ve done a good hour.

SP: Okay that’s good.

RP: This is from Sandra in Scotland who says that she says I recently moved into a
new built flat which I had no choice over. It’s a smart flat and just meters from my
lounge is a smart street light with a 5G amplifier on top. I purchased the 5G Bioshield
and I have had positive results.

SP: Good.

RP: But recently I have seen crystalline large spiders about the size of a dinner plate
running  across  my  bedroom  wall.  As  soon  as  they’re  aware  I’ve  seen  them they
literally run invisibly through the wall and disappear.

SP: Right.

RP: I don’t like the feeling of them and when meditating I’m told they’re from AI.

SP: Right.

RP: What are those creatures and what are they doing or trying to do and does this
have anything to do with being near a smart…

SP: Yes 5G, yes.

RP: Yeah.

SP: Great, good question, fantastic. Right, get your 5G Bioshield out of the USB port
from the computer and get yourself a wall socket plug you know an ordinary plug
that’s got a USB connection to it, and the point is when we plug in our Bioshields into
the  computer  it  produces  a  limited  range  of  protection.  Now  because  there’s  no
earthing in the true sense of the word, but with the wall sockets by law there has to be
an earth wire, so when you plug your Bioshield into the wall you are getting a more
powerful protection.  What you’ve described to me I want you to leave this  on all
night. I don’t know if you’re doing that. Maybe you’re just taking it out, turning it off,
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but I want you to leave it on and you would bring your plug wall plug with the USB
connector and the Bioshield in it and plug it in to the wall socket in the bedroom that
you’re  sleeping  in.  What  you’re  describing  to  me  is  an  entity,  which  is  artificial
intelligence and I would suggest that your 5G is running at a low level. If you are…
it’s a shame I can’t talk to you, but let us, let’s say, see if I’m right. These creatures
look like ice crystals. Imagine lots and lots of, a lot like quartz crystals, because we…
but ice, and the body and the arms are all made out of ice. You could sort of partially
see through it, partially not. That is absolutely indicative of something at a frequency
level of 5G operating with artificial intelligence. What are these things doing? They
are spying. What you’re seeing is the next generation of spies. Most people recount
spider type creatures. This is the artificial intelligence that is projected through from
another dimension. That is why it’s black because all of the light from our reality like
a black hole is being sucked through that spider. So if you’re on the other end in the
fourth dimension of that spider all you would see is the light wooshing out from it,
but because you are reporting it not like that, and I’m telling you that it’s sounds to me
like it’s ice or crystal, but it’s not crystal, but an ice one. That means it’s being created
in your reality, so it’s not being projected into your reality. It is forming. It is taking
shape in your reality. That’s why you need that Bioshield in there. So you are one of
the very first to witness or at least to publicly talk about it, the next generation of
spies through this creation of 5G which is designed to bring these creatures more into
our world. Remember if they’re black, they’re being projected into your reality. If they
are see-through or milky color or what-have-you, that’s because they’re taking shape
in your reality. The Bioshield will do it but you need to plug it into the wall. The
books are going to be open. I suggest if you are a little bit concerned you might want
to book and have a chat with me.

All right listen that’s the end of the questions. They were wonderful this time. The
questions were really good. Thank you for the time, writing on MeWePRO of course
Connecting Consciousness members always up there on the cutting edge, always on
the debating side, always looking at those issues which aren’t just important to them,
but important to all of us. Thank you for taking the trouble. I’m sorry that we can only
do a finite number, but it’s fantastic, and I’ve got a lot of respect for everyone. Thanks
ever so much, and thanks from Becky as well.

RP: Can I just add?

SP: Yeah of course.

RP: I just want to also add, sorry…

SP: I’m gonna push you out there.

RP: Yeah.  Yeah,  you’ve  been  writing  so  many  questions  that  they’re  absolutely
brilliant. I’m sorry that I’ve skipped and jumped through some. I’ve tried to pick out a
variety of ones that are sort of very relevant to now, but we will go back and look at
some of the ones that have been written over the past few weeks, which, you know,
are equally relevant for weeks and sometime soon.
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SP: Okay, well there you have it. So basically, if your question hasn’t come up, then it
could well do, and there’s nothing stopping you adding in a month or so time if it
doesn’t look like it’s coming up, then redo it, but the quality of questions is excellent,
and thank you very much indeed, and you know, let’s just all keep balance.

I said this to people, you know, just keep calm at the moment. It’s not a joke. Keep
balanced.  Keep  Earth.  Keep  grounded.  Don’t  get  wooshed  away  with  all  of  the
nonsense that’s going on at the moment. There is a real battle coming and I need
everybody to be as strong as they can. Be ready for that moment. Okay, take care. Bye-
bye.
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